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Teacher, author, and octogenarian, Jesuit Expenses O’your talents, the creativity you bring to your life and the lives of
people you love. Practicing curiosity and enchantment·” (John 10:10). including·certain age group”Malley reminds us that
Jesus told us “”Dad O’Malley gives timeless wisdom that comes to and for all those of a “There is a elixir of youth: it
really is your mind— And, as Sophia Loren once noticed, “ Accepting the absurd with humor·We come that you will find
life, and also have it abundantly. Faith simply because self-confidence· Embracing eternal lifestyle now You’ The joy of
imperfection·ll Never Be Youthful brims with life, and with the battle scars, laughter, and holy optimism of 1 who has
been there, done that—and knows.
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A Spiritual Planning Guidebook for Retirees This is an excellent series of essays aimed for those past 65 to reorient your
viewpoints on life and death as you recognize that you will be in your unwinding days. Fr O'Malley has a very unique
method of holding your attention and refocusing your beliefs with a mix of challenge, humor and personal deprecation.
Three Stars It was harder to follow than I thought it would be I'd strongly reccomend this reserve for those entering
pension not for financial arranging but also for spiritual planning. He is such a wise man!His metaphors, analogies with
references to Carl Sagan "Cosmos", S. I enjoyed this publication so much that I purchased several copies to provide as
gifts to friends. Another thought provoking work by among my favorites!My suggestion is that you go on and buy many
copies on your initial order. His theology is usually right on the mark and his humor never fails to underscore his
insights.O'Malley is a gift to the spirit. You'll save time!Mary Ann Fischer A Balance of Comfort and ease and Challenge
We want to be assured that almost all will be well, and O'Malley reassures. That's not all that O'Malley has to give. Saw
Dad O'Malley on Catholic Television offering an interview. Not merely at the "banquet in heaven", however now is the
time to live courageously, lovingly and with contentment. He was an uplifting companion in my own journey. Thank you.
O'Malley like like an Olds 88, 1960 best down, full throttle down the 2015 Hwy A existence changer..! I bought several
to give as presents. This Jesuit priest can be in his 80's and writes like an old Olds "Rocket" 88 with best down and
pedal to the metallic. Exhilarating. It's on my to do list to learn this book that was strongly suggested by my brother
Arrived on time in mint condition. It's on my to accomplish list to learn this publication that was strongly suggested by
my brother. Many thanks.. A central theme is definitely that we are beloved by God, and that we are invited to lead joy
filled lives. The books he writes are well written and cause you to think. O'Malley is a favorite writer of mine for many
years and he proceeds . O'Malley is usually a wordsmith very much like Tom Wolfe: thoughtful, cogent and concisely
both metaphysical and empirical (down to earth). Well Written with Humor and Cleverness. William J. I hope he
continues to create many more thought provoking books as long as he's able. O'Malley has been a favorite author of
mine for several years and he is still with this book. An excellent read for the over 65 guys with some interest within
their Catholic faith. YOU DON'T NEED TO Be Sixty! I wish all cradle Catholics would browse this. His stories are
entertaining and instruct great lessons. He exemplifies the value of age. Father O'Malley has still got it! Everyone
couldn't say enough positive comments. Dad O'Malley addresses getting older with his customary wisdom. Hawking's
infinite universes and Dawkins"common human being delusion about purposefulness (pg 37) are so worth the effort of
engaging your brain. Four Stars Enjoyed the book. The writer puts into wonderful words what I believe and may never
express. Five Stars Excellent Five Stars Great read!!! I often found myself agreeing with points that I never had
considered before.
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